
FELLOWES AUTOMAX 550C Cross 
Cut Shredder

Bin Capacity 83L
Number of Users Audo Feed
Security Level P-4
Accepts Staples, Paper Clips and Cd’s
Cross-Cut 4x38mm
Dimensions: 89H x 44W x 58D cm

Code: 47036

Read More

SKU: FE4963101

Categories: Auto Feed, Fellowes, Office Machines

Product Description

The AutoMax range of shredders are the World’s first truly hands free walk-away auto-feed machines. They 
are also the most accurate autofeed shredders on the market, meaning you can have confidence that your 
confidential information will be destroyed. Your documents will be shredded into tiny 4x38mm Security Level 
P-4 particles in 12 minutes or less (depending on the number of sheets entered). Waste shreds fall into the 
generous 83 litre waste bin that features a mechanism to evenly distribute shredded paper to avoid false bin 
full interruptions. 

Patented AccuFeed System™ automatically shreds stacks of paper including documents with staples 
and paper clips. Simply load the drawer, press start, and walk away!
Continuously shreds stacks of paper of up to 550 sheets automatically or 14 sheets at a time manually, 
completing shredding jobs in one sitting
Shreds documents into 5/32” x 1½" cross-cut particles for enhanced security to keep your sensitive 
information safe
Also shreds credit cards, CDs/DVDs, glossy paper and junk mail
Auto Reverse stops and reverses paper jams, reducing time-consuming frustrations
Spacious 83L removable bin eliminates the need for frequent emptying

[maxbutton id="1" 
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AccuFeed System™ Provides fast and accurate automatic shredding for peace of mind that your most 
confidential documents will be destroyed. Automatically shreds stacks of paper including documents with 
staples and paper clips. Simply load the tray, press play and walk away.   Jam Prevention Auto Reverse 
stops and reverses paper jams, reducing time-consuming frustrations.   Enhanced Security With identity 
theft and data breach concerns at an all-time high, the need to protect personal information is more important 
than ever. Not only does shredding in-house provide immediate security and peace of mind that materials 
have been destroyed, but AutoMax’s optional SmartLock engages with the shred cycle to protect confidential 
information. Even in the event of a power outage, the drawer will remain locked until the shredding cycle is 
complete.   Energy Efficiency The AutoMax auto feed shredder also features our Sleep Mode energy 
saving feature that shuts down the shredder after 2 minutes of inactivity.   
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SilentShred™

Offers ultra-quiet performance for shared workspaces


